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Maria Konnikova is the author of Mastermind and The Confidence Game. She is a regular contributing writer
for The New Yorker, and has written for the Atlantic, the New York Times, Slate, the New Republic, the Paris
Review, the Wall Street Journal, Salon, the Boston Globe, the Scientific American MIND, WIRED, and
Smithsonian.
In Mastermind: How To Think Like Sherlock Holmes, Maria Konnikova teaches you how to apply the thinking
methods and techniques of Sherlock Holmes to your everyday life. In a nutshell, Maria Konnikova puts twentyfirst century neuroscience and psychology on your side. With some self-awareness and a little practice, you can
sharpen our perceptions, solve difficult problems, and enhance your ...
"Maria Konnikova's bright and brilliant new book is nothing less than a primer on how be awake, a manual on
how to work ourselves free of our unconscious biases, our habitual distractions, and the muddle of our everyday
minds. Holmes fan or not, the reader will find Mastermind to be bracing, fascinating, and above all--and most
important--hopeful."
ADVANCE PRAISE FOR MASTERMIND “A delightful tour of the science of memory, creativity, and
reasoning, illustrated with the help of history’s most famous reasoner, Sherlock Holmes himself. Maria
Konnikova is an engaging and insightful guide to this fascinating …
11/7/2014 · Maria is a contributing writer for The New Yorker online, where she writes a weekly column with a
focus on psychology and science, and is currently working ...
10/1/2013 · And it is with this male double-act that Maria Konnikova, Scientific American blogger and former
Big Think blogger, sets out to unpack contemporary psychology in her first book, Mastermind…
©2021 Maria Konnikova | All Rights Reserved. Site created by Be Better Studios.Original illustrations by Cara
Zimmerman
4/1/2013 · Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes by Maria Konnikova – review. Emulating ConanDoyle's fictional sleuth requires more than a deerstalker and a predilection for the violin ...
4/1/2013 · Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes by Maria Konnikova – review. Emulating ConanDoyle's fictional sleuth requires more than a deerstalker and a predilection for the violin ...
Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes, released January 3, 2013, is a book written by Maria
Konnikova exploring ways to improve mindfulness, logical thinking and observation using Arthur Conan
Doyle's fictional character Sherlock Holmes as an exemplar. Konnikova intertwines her analysis of Holmes's
"habits of mind" with findings from the modern-day fields of neuroscience and psychology ...
Mastermind explores Sherlock Holmes’s unique approach of observation, ... Maria Konnikova is a RussianAmerican writer and journalist with a background in psychology, creative writing and government. Her
contributions have appeared in numerous publications, ...
25/3/2014 · Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes by Maria Konnikova(3159) Barron's AP Biology
by Goldberg M.S. Deborah T (3035) Animal Frequency by Melissa Alvarez (2891)
9/9/2020 · The adventures of eccentric Sherlock Holmes and his partner, Dr. Watson, were always exciting and
acted like windows into the genius detective's fascinating mind. Once I saw "Mastermind: How to Think Like
Sherlock Holmes," a very insightful book written by a psychologist and journalist Maria Konnikova…
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9/1/2013 · And it is with this male double-act that Maria Konnikova, Scientific American blogger and former
Big Think blogger, sets out to unpack contemporary psychology in her first book, Mastermind…
"Maria Konnikova's bright and brilliant new book is nothing less than a primer on how be awake, a manual on
how to work ourselves free of our unconscious biases, our habitual distractions, and the muddle of our everyday
minds. Holmes fan or not, the reader will find Mastermind to be bracing, fascinating, and above all--and most
important--hopeful."
Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes PDF book by Maria Konnikova Read Online or Free
Download in ePUB, PDF or MOBI eBooks. Published in 2013 the book become immediate popular and critical
acclaim in non fiction, psychology books. The main characters of Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock
Holmes novel are John, Emma.
11/7/2014 · Maria is a contributing writer for The New Yorker online, where she writes a weekly column with a
focus on psychology and science, and is currently working ...
Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes - Ebook written by Maria Konnikova. Read this book using
Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark
or take notes while you read Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes.
Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes, released January 3, 2013, is a book written by Maria
Konnikova exploring ways to improve mindfulness, logical thinking and observation using Arthur Conan
Doyle's fictional character Sherlock Holmes as an exemplar. Konnikova intertwines her analysis of Holmes's
"habits of mind" with findings from the modern-day fields of neuroscience and psychology ...
31/12/2014 · We can, says psychologist and journalist Maria Konnikova, and in Mastermind she shows us how.
Beginning with the "brain attic"--Holmes's metaphor for how we store information and organize knowledge-Konnikova unpacks the mental strategies that lead to clearer thinking and deeper insights.
9/9/2020 · The adventures of eccentric Sherlock Holmes and his partner, Dr. Watson, were always exciting and
acted like windows into the genius detective's fascinating mind. Once I saw "Mastermind: How to Think Like
Sherlock Holmes," a very insightful book written by a psychologist and journalist Maria Konnikova, I was very
intrigued.
25/3/2014 · Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes by Maria Konnikova(3159) Barron's AP Biology
by Goldberg M.S. Deborah T (3035) Animal Frequency by Melissa Alvarez (2891)
31/12/2013 · Maria Konnikova is the author of Mastermind and The Confidence Game.She is a regular
contributing writer for The New Yorker, and has written for the Atlantic, the New York Times, Slate, the New
Republic, the Paris Review, the Wall Street Journal, Salon, the Boston Globe, the Scientific American MIND,
WIRED, and Smithsonian.Maria graduated from Harvard University and received her Ph.D. in ...
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Big Think blogger, sets out to unpack contemporary psychology in her first book, Mastermind…
Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes PDF book by Maria Konnikova Read Online or Free
Download in ePUB, PDF or MOBI eBooks. Published in 2013 the book become immediate popular and critical
acclaim in non fiction, psychology books. The main characters of Mastermind: How to Think Like Sherlock
Holmes novel are John, Emma.
28/1/2013 · This entry was posted in Books and tagged book, how to think like sherlock holmes, konnikova,
maria konnikova, mastermind, mastermind: how to think like sherlock holmes, popular psychology,
psychology, review, sparknotes, summary, synopsis, think like sherlock holmes by The Book Reporter.
Bookmark the permalink.
Maria Konnikova was born in Moscow and grew up in the United States. She writes the weekly Literally
Psyched column for Scientific American, and formerly wrote the popular psychology blog Artful Choice for Big
Think. She graduated magna cum laude from Harvard University, where she studied psychology, creative

writing, and government.
The answer is yes, and in Mastermind, psychologist Maria Konnikova shows us how. Using plots and passages
from the wonderfully entertaining Holmes stories, she illuminates how Arthur Conan Doyle's detective
embodies an ever-present mindfulness, and how this active mental disposition proves foundational to his
success.
3/1/2013 · Maria Konnikova’s articles have appeared online and in print in the New Yorker, the Atlantic, the
New York Times, Slate, the New Republic, the Paris Review, the Wall Street Journal, Salon, the Boston Globe,
the Observer, the Scientific American MIND, WIRED, and the Scientific American, among numerous other
publications.Maria blogs regularly for the New Yorker and formerly wrote the ...
9/9/2020 · The adventures of eccentric Sherlock Holmes and his partner, Dr. Watson, were always exciting and
acted like windows into the genius detective's fascinating mind. Once I saw "Mastermind: How to Think Like
Sherlock Holmes," a very insightful book written by a psychologist and journalist Maria Konnikova, I was very
intrigued.
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contributing writer for The New Yorker, and has written for the Atlantic, the New York Times, Slate, the New
Republic, the Paris Review, the Wall Street Journal, Salon, the Boston Globe, the Scientific American MIND,
WIRED, and Smithsonian.Maria graduated from Harvard University and received her Ph.D. in ...
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7/1/2013 · That’s precisely what science writer Maria Konnikova explores in Mastermind: How to Think Like
Sherlock Holmes (UK; public library) — an effort to reverse-engineer Holmes’s methodology into actionable
insights that help develop “habits of thought that will allow you to engage mindfully with yourself and your
world as a matter of course.”
Mastermind How to Think Like Sherlock Holmes by Maria Konnikova and Publisher Penguin Books (P-US).
Save up to 80% by choosing the eTextbook option for ISBN: 9781101606230, 1101606231. The print version
of this textbook is ISBN: 9780670026579, 0670026573.
In Mastermind, psychologist Maria Konnikova shows us how we can all channel Holmes's famous powers of
deduction, observation, memory and imagination. Drawing on the latest research in neuroscience and
psychology, Konnikova unpacks the mental strategies that can help sharpen our perceptions, improve our logic
and enhance our creative powers.
However below, as soon as you visit this web page, it will be consequently very simple to acquire as skillfully
as download guide Mastermind By Maria Konnikova It will not give a positive response many become old as
we run by before. You can do it though play a part something else at home and even in your workplace.
consequently easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we offer below as competently as evaluation
what you later than to read!
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